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The Live Home 3D Pro program is great tool for designing or decorating a house or a room. It allows you to quickly move from a floor plan to an 

interior (kitchen layout, furniture placement) or exterior (materials, windows, dormers, roof shape selections). This allows you to play with “what if’s” 

and then go back and adjust the floor plan to reflect your modifications. An architect or interior designer sometimes imagines how the outcome will 
look, but unforeseen complications arise when it all comes together. Live Home 3D with its easy transition to the Elevation View (Figure 3) or an 
interior or exterior wall views allows experimentation before actually working on the final design. 

Architects and interior designers always begin with sketches. The advantage of Live Home 3D is that you can immediately move to an Elevation 
View without having to manually draw it. Big time saver! Students would find this extremely helpful. 

Being able to work with actual dimensions allows you to maximize the space. It solves the choice of adding an additional cabinet or going with 
larger cabinets in the same space. You can experiment with choosing French doors or sliding glass doors based on the exterior appearance. I like the 
ability to adjust/smooth the curve of a wall or concrete using the segmentation tool. 

You can create flat 2D floor plans that instantly convert to 3D rooms or buildings. I am not talking about a simple box shaped house with a simple 
roof. I am talking about multi-story homes that you can pick the interior and exterior walls, add all sorts of windows and doors to the interior and 
exterior; add dormers, decks and balconies; and finally, a roof. 

Live Home 3D comes in a “Standard” version and a “Pro” version. At the end of this review is a list of the Pro only options. 

Getting Started 
When you first open Live Home 3D you are given the choice of starting with a blank document or you can pick from a selection of readymade 

rooms or complete homes. If you choose one of these instead of drawing your own, you can still move the walls and make changes. 
You can even import an image of a floor plan and then trace over it. This keeps everything in scale.  

Figure 1. This is Live Home 3D’s main window which is set to show a split screen. This lets you see the 2D floor plan view and the 3D 
view of your home or room at the same time. To the left of the window is the Library panel (currently set to show bathroom objects that 
can be placed in the home. To the right is the Inspector (currently showing the Objects properties panel).



There is a set of tools that you can use to create your walls, floors, roofs, etc. (Figure 8). As you draw your walls, ceilings, or floors, the length of the 
wall or the dimensions of the floor are displayed and instantly updated as you lengthen or shorten each.  

Walls can be set at 90 degree angles or at odd angles and you can even easily create curved walls. 

Stories/Floors 
In the Live Home 3D standard version your building is limited to two stories. The Pro version has no limitation. All projects must contain a 

ground floor. In a multi-story building, any of the floors can be selected as the ground floor. As soon as you add a new story above the current one, 
Live Home 3D will automatically add a slab between them. 

You can manage the stories using the tools in the “Building Properties” tab of the Inspector. It contains 2D thumbnail previews of the floors and 
the roof. When you move your cursor over the preview, the floors are displayed one after another like a bunch of playing cards (Figure 5). The active 
floor has a blue frame around its preview. 

Roofs 
After you have laid out the design of the home, you can 

easily add a roof. Live Home 3D comes with a variety of roof 
styles to choose from: Flat, Shed, Gable, Bonnet, Hip, Gam-
brel, Saltbox, and Mansard. It’s easy to adjust the roof’s mater-
ial, slope, style-hip or gable. You are even given the choice of 
Soffit type (Figure 10). Once you choose your roof shape, you 
can quickly see what that looks like in the 3D view. 

Elevation View 
The Elevation view shows the straight on view of walls and 

roofs as a line drawing (Figure 3). It allows you to quickly add 
niches, openings, doors, windows and wall panels to the walls 
and roofs. 

Objects Library Panel 
When you are finished with creating the building, you can 

Figure 2. Live Home 3D’s Project Gallery contains a set of previously made rooms (on the left) and homes (on the right) that you can use 
as you learn how to use Live Home 3D.

Figure 3. In addition to the 2D and 3D views, there is also an Elevation view 
which shows the straight on view of walls and roofs. It also allows you to add 
niches, openings, doors, windows, and wall panels to the walls and roofs. 



drag and drop all sorts of furniture, cabinets, 
plants, decorations, fireplaces, lamps, windows, 
cars, or pets onto the floor plan (from the Object 
Library - Figure 4 - left two screenshots). Every-
thing you would need to flesh out the look of the 
home, apartment, or room is readily available.  

There are readymade kitchen designs that you 
can drag-and-drop or you can use ready made 
individual cabinets and assemble your own de-
sign. 

Tools are provided which let you move, rotate, 
or resize the household objects. 

You are not limited to the household objects 
that come with Live Home 3D. You can import 
objects which you can then add them to the Ob-
ject Library. I tested this by trying to import an 
old 52 Dodge Ford (in the Waveform OBJ for-
mat). I was pleased to see that there was no prob-
lem importing it. I then went to Live Home 3D’s 
Material Library (Figure ) and changed the car to 
red with chrome bumpers, wheel covers, and door 
handles (Figure ). When I was finished re-coloring 
it, I saved it to the Object Library (which already 
has quite a few modern cars). So now I can put 
my retro car in the garages of my 3D homes.  

Materials Library and the Materials Editor 
If you don’t like the default materials for your walls or furniture, you can open the “Object’s Materials” to select the type of material (Glass, wood 

and the color) that you want (Figure 4 - right two screenshot).  
If you still can’t find the material that you want, you can use the Material Editor to create complex custom materials with reflective and glossy sur-

faces for your interior design projects. You can also import and use materials created in other programs (Figure 6). Exact size of a material tile can be 
set to calculate how much material is needed. 

Lighting 
Live Home 3D allows you to add and adjust light sources in the 3D mode, so you can 

make your 3D renders more realistic (Figure 13). The internal light sources come from lamps 
that you add to the project or from light shining through the windows. External light sources 
come from external lamps and/or from a virtual sun or moon which are connected to time of 
day. If you want, you can also set the home’s exact geo-
graphic location (by clicking on a location in a map, 
typing in a city, or the longitude and Latitude (Figure 
14)).  

BTW: The rendering quality depends primarily on 
the settings in the 3D Settings Preferences. 

Virtual Walkthroughs 
Tech savvy Architects and designers have created paths 

to simulate a person walking through a 3D room with a 
video camera. These walk-throughs have become very 
popular with companies that want to sell you furniture 
or cabinets for your home. They place these items in a 
virtual 3D home so you can get a good idea of how they 
would look in your room or home. These virtual walk-

Figure 4. Live Home 3D comes with more than 2,000 objects (that you can place inside 
your rooms) and 2,100 materials (that you can apply to the walls and objects).

Figure 6. Using the Material Editor, I was able to 
import a material (from another program) and 
then add it to Live Home 3D’s Material Library.

Figure 5. Small previews of the 
floors and roof help you to 
quickly move between the 
stories for editing purposes.



throughs are also popular 
with real-estate compa-
nies who want to show 
potential buyers what 
their properties look like 
before the buyers even 
step foot in the home. 

Now with Live Home 
3D, you too can easily 
create walkthroughs of 
your rooms or homes 
(Up to 3840 × 2160 
Ultra HD with the Pro 
version). It’s very simple. 
All you have to do is use 
the Movie Track tool to 
draw a straight or curvy 
line through your floor 
plan (Figure 9). When 
you are satisfied with the 
path that you have 
drawn, you simply save it 
as a QuickTime movie. 

Import & Export 
Live Home 3D can import these file formats: SketchUp, COLLADA, KMZ, FBX, 3DS, SH3D and Wavefront OBJ file formats.  
Floor plans can be exported as a 3D view, JPEG image, 3D model, and AR object (AR export is available for Mac version users only). A video 

walkthrough can be recorded as a movie file, a stereo video, a 360° video, or as a stereo 3D 360°(VR) video. 

Pro Only Features 
Here is a list of the Pro options (some have already been mentioned): 
• Unlimited floor levels 
• Elevation View to explore a 2D side view of your home design, which is especially helpful when inserting panels, niches or openings into a wall or 

a roof side or simply adjusting doors and windows. 
• Advanced Material Editor 

that lets you create materi-
als from scratch and have 
the ability to customize 
any of the existing or im-
ported materials. 

• The ability to create cus-
tom roofs of any size and 
shape with the Block tool 
to draw balconies, porches, 
and other internal and 
external design elements. 

• Embedded furniture edi-
tor via SketchUp. 

• Light Editor to add a light 
source to any imported 
object and gain more con-
trol over existing light 
sources. 

Figure 10. The Roof Assistant gives you a choice of 12 different roof 
styles. These roofs can be fully customized by adding segments and 
dormers (there are 16 different dormer types). You can even choose 
the type of Soffit that the roof will display.

Figure 8. Live Home 3D comes with 
a set of tools that you can use to 
make your floors, walls, and roofs.

Figure 9. Virtual walkthroughs of 
your rooms can be easily created by 
drawing the camera path in the 2D 

Figure 7. This is a floor plan of the first floor which has all of the furni-
ture, appliances, cabinets, and car added.



• Adjustable field of view. 
• Parallel camera projection. 
• An ability to export to 3DS, FBX and OBJ formats. 
• High resolution export (up to Ultra HD for movies, 360° Panorama images and videos, stereo 3D videos, 

Stereo 3D 360°, and up to 16384 x 16384 pixels for still shots). 
• USDZ export (Mac and iOS version). 
• Export to HEVC, highly efficient encoding for high quality videos (Mac version only). 

There is also a Feature Comparison Chart (at the bottom of the page) which shows the differences be-
tween the Trial, Standard, and Pro versions. BTW: I would recommend the Pro version with its additional 
options and capabilities. 

Platform Compatibility 
Live Home 3D supports cross-platform project sharing. So iOS, iPadOS, Mac and Windows users can work on the same project. All the app 

implementations are OS native and do not use web-based techniques, such as WebGL and Java, thus providing users native system benefits (native 
UIs, an ability to work with huge projects, for Mac: OpenGL, Autosave, Versions, iCloud, for Windows: DirectX, OneDrive, Continuum, etc.). 
BTW: The Belight Software web site has quite a few video tutorials that will help you quickly learn how to use Live Home 3D. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: Live Home 3D is a full featured home design program that would help anyone - amateur or professional alike create detailed floor plans 
and 3D renderings. Once you learn the tools, it is easy to use and a lot of fun to play with. I like being able to switch from 2D to 3D so you can in-
stantly see what it looks like with each added item or change to the floor plan. 
Requires: macOS 10.12.6 or higher, Catalina compatible 
Company: BeLight Software  
Price: Standard version: $19.99, Pro version: $49.99 (both are currently on sale); iOS Pro version: $19.99 Additional indoor & outdoor Furni-
ture, Materials & Plants (each): $9.99;  
Available Trial Copy 

Figure 13. 3D rooms look flat without lighting (left). Whereas they really come alive when you 
add lighting and shadows (right).

Figure 12. The Light Source Editor lets you create 
and edit light sources.

Figure 11. I was able to import an old car (Waveform object). I then used Live 
Home 3D’s materials to change its color, and then I save it to the Library.

Figure 14. For exterior lighting, 
you can specify the time of day, 
how cloudy it is, and (if you want) 
the building’s geolocation.
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